Classical trajectory calculations have been carried out to simulate the unimolecular decomposition of formaldehyde in the ground electronic state (Se). Global potential-energy surfaces were constructed using the empirical valence-bond (EVB) approach. Two sets of ab initio input were used to characterize two different EVB potential-energy surfaces, and trajectory calculations using one of these gives excellent agreement with experimental data for the product-state distributions of H2 and CO. The trajectory study of vector correlations with prompt dissociation of the parent molecule provides understanding of the dissociation dynamics in the molecular frame. From comparison with some of the experimental results and information from a few ab initio calculations, some improvements for the current potential surfaces are suggested.
I. INTRODUCTION
Formaldehyde has been studied extensively during the past two decades. Its abundance and importance in the environment, such as in air pollution and in interstellar space, have st,imulated macroscopic kinetic'-" and microscopic spectroscopic' studies of this molecule. Its small size and well-resolved energy levels allow quantum-state specific experimental and theoretical studies of the reaction dynamics. The mechanism of the molecular dissociation of formaldehyde is well known:" the electronically excited H2C0 (S, ) internally converts to highly vibrat,ionally excited levels of the ground electronic state (S, ) which then undergo unimolecular decomposition, H, CO(& ) + hv (280-355 nm) -9 H, CO(S, ,U,J, K" ,K, ) -+H?.CO(S:) -,H, (vj) + CO(uj).
(1.1) Stark level-crossing spectroscopy' studies of the 4O and 4' bands of D, CO (S, ) has enabled the determination of the eigenstates of these highly excited vibrational levels. This in turn allows one to determine the distribution of the statespecific unimolecular decay rates, the S, and S,* internal conversion coupling, and the reaction barrier height. For H? CO and D2 CO, the activation energies (with zero-point energy correction) are estimated to be 79.2 f 0.8 and 80.6 & 0.8 kcal/mol, ""i respectively. Past. measurement of the energy partitioning in the fragmentat,ion products include the translational energy distribution from time-of-flight (TOF) molecular-beam experiment,' the ortho Hz (uj) distribution?
by coherent an ti=Stokcs Raman spectroscopy ( CARS), and the CO ( uj) distributions' by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). More a> Permanent address: Dipartimento di Chimica, Universitk della Basilicata via Nszarie Srluro 85, I-85100 Potenza, Italy.
recently, the technique of Doppler-resolved laser-induced fluorescence was used to study the H, translational and (,jj distributions, the quantum-state correlation," and the vector correlations." These experiments have improved the understanding of the dissociation dynamics and the knowledge of some characteristics of the reaction coordinate and potential-energy surface.
On the theoretical side, much effort has been spent on finding the properties of the stationary points'*-17 (i.e., the equilibrium state and the transition state) on the S, , S, , and 7 'r , (Ref. 18 ) surfaces and also on investigating the possibility of an intermediate state for the dissociation reaction. State-of-the-art ab initz'o quantum-chemistry studies utilizing large basis sets and high-level correlation methods such as multiconfiguration self-consistent-field (MCSCF) ,14 Muller-Plesset perturbation theory, '5,'6 and coupled-cluster methods" have been performed. The predicted geometries, reaction barrier height, harmonic force constants, and some of the anharmonicitiesr6 '"' agree quite well with experiments. Knowledge of the force constants and anharmonicities of the transition-state region allows semiclassical calculations of the transition-state tunneling probabilities. '9 There is also some work concerning rotational excitation in the inelastic collision of H, + CO. Schinke and coworkers20[a) have used ab inifio calculations combined with damped long-range dispersion coefficients (from experimental and calculated cross sections) to obtain a rigid-rotor potential-energy surface for the dissociative region. The intinite-order sudden approximation (IOSA) was used to study the rotational-state distributions of H, and CO molecules, 2"(d),20(e) and good agreement with experiment was obtained.
However, a complete theoretical study of the reaction which allows full comparisons with the experimental results (for instance, the product-state distribution, the vector correlations, and the reaction rates) requires an accurate global carry out selected ab initio quantum chemistry for certain regions of a four-atom system, the amount of work and CPU time necessary to determine the PES at all necessary geometries is prohibitive at the present time. Empirical or semiempirical methods are the usual approaches For global PES's. In 198 1, Handy and Carter2' published This surface can be used to study any possible fragmentation reaction of formaldehyde, for example, radical dissociation into H + HCO or molecular dissociation into H2 + CO. Unfortunately, a classical trajectory study" using this surface did not yield correct results for the product-state distributions of the molecular dissociation reaction. Recently, the authors suggested an empirical valencebond model" for constructing global PES's for chemical reactions of polyatomic molecules. The idea is to combine useful information (either from experiments or ab initio studies) on different regions of the surface semiempirically in order to obtain a 3N -6 full dimensional potential-energy surface for the H, CO-+ H, + CO reaction. The validity of the surface is then tested through classical trajectory calculations of product-state distributions and vector correlations. Section II describes the construction of the potential surface, and the classical trajectory method is discussed briefly in Sec. III. Sections IV and V present the productstate dist.ributions and vector correlations obtained from the trajectories and compare them with the experimental results. Section VI provides our conclusions.
II. THE GLOBAL POTENTIAL-ENERGY SURFACE
The six (i.e., 3N-6) internal coordinates q = (R,r, ,r, ,yr ,y2 ,+) that we choose for the construction of the PES are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The definitions of R, rr, and r, are transparent. 3', is defined as KAB and yz as .LH, BA where A and B are the centers of mass of CO and H, , respectively. 4 is the out-of-plane torsional angle. The specific expressions for these three angular coordinates are '=cos-' The values of Z, are restricted to even values since the potential energy is invariant upon the exchange of the two hydrogen atoms. The application of the empirical valence-bond (EVB) model to formaldehyde can be easily understood with Fig. 2 . Here, a schematic one-dimensional curve represents the ground electronic PES of formaldehyde. The location of the equilibrium configuration (q-) is at the middle of the curve. There exist two transition-state configurations with the same energy and same geometry but different molecular orientations (corresponding to exchanging the two hydrogen atoms). The tails of the PES represent the dissociative region Hz + CO. In the EVB model, Y, I (q) and vz (q) represent the diabatic global PES's which give correct descriptions of the dissociation region. I'3j3 (q) 
and V,, (q), and the dotted curve is for VI3 (9). The adiabatic potentialenergy surface V(q) is represented with a solid line.
around the equilibrium configuration. The exchange potential between V,, and VX3 is represented by V,, (q), and that between Vzi-,, and I$ is represented by V,, (q). Because of the symmetry built into V, I and V,, ) they are the same for all molecular geometries, i.e., v,, (9) -y?2 (9). (2.
3)
The secular equation which determines the adiabatic (i.e., Born-Oppenheimer) potential surface is V,, -A 0 VI, 0 v2, -A vz, = 0, (2.4) v 13 r/,, V.u --h the lowest root being the desired adiabatic ground-state PES, V(q) . It is found to have a very simple form:
The explicit expressions of the diabatic potentials V,, , I&s and F& are of the form in Eq. (2.2). The exchange interactions ("resonance integrals") V3 and Vz3 are constructed as in Ref. 22 . The details of each term are described as follows.
A. v,, (q)
The three-dimensional rigid-rotor (with the bond distance of Hz and CO fixed at their equilibrium values) PES from Schinke and co-workers '"@) 
There is no dependence on the out-of-plane torsional angle in the expression because the potential is not sensitive to the variation of d, in the asymptotic dissociation region.
B. vsstq)
With ah initio quantum chemistry, the second derivatives about the potential minimum are readily obtained and provide a harmonic potential around the equilibrium configuration. The functional form for V33 (q) is same as Eq. (2.2) with terms beyond quadratic order expansion truncated, all V li+'s except Ii,, (R,r, ,rz ) become constant: Chang, Minichino, V,, (9) = Vi UV, 7,) + VI, co.3 y1 + V,, ~0s" y2 + VIZ, sin y, cos yz sin yz cos# + V,,, sin2 y, sin* y2 cos 294 (2.7) and V, is given through quadratic order by 2V, (R,r, ,rz ) = FRR (R -R eq)2 + F,.,,, (r, -I$~)' +F,,(r, -6q)2+J'R,1(R-RR'q) X(rI -fiq> +FR,(R--RRq)(r2 -t"s") + Fr,r, (II -fiq) (r2 -Ciq), and Vm., = -l(Fy,yI + F,, 1, Km = Fy2yz,
The F's are the equilibrium configuration force constants in the internal coordinates, which can be obtained through transformation from Cartesian force constants. The original Cartesian values of the equilibrium geometry and the harmonic force constants are from either Scuseria and Schaefer's" CCSD/TZ2P or Handy and co-workers"6(b' MP2/DZP calculations. Table I gives the equilibrium geometries (and the two transition states) obtained from these two calculations. The force constants at. the equilibrium configuration are shown in Table II. C. Wq) and K,(q)
The functional forms of the exchange potentials V,, (q) and Vz3 We have adjusted the energies of each configuration in order to obtain a reasonable value of the reaction barrier. The zero of energy is defined in the dissociation limit with H, and CO at their equilibrium bond distances. The heat of reaction (without zero-point correction) for H,CO-+H, + CO is chosen to be the same as the experimental result (5.2 kcal/ mol). '7 If the eigenvalues of C, and C!, are all positive, this requireFor the convenience of later discussions, the global PES ment is achieved. In the construction of the exchange potenobtained by using the C!CSD/TZ2P data around the equilibtials for formaldehyde, one negative eigenvalue is found in rium and transition-state regions is referred to as the CCSD the c's Therefore, a quartic order term is added to V,3 and PES and the other PES obtained with MPZ/DZP data as the Grz3 to guarantee the proper asymptotic behavior.
MP2 PES. 
III. CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS
In the experiments, formaldehyde is excited from the ground electronic state (S,, > to a specific rovibrational state ( u,J,K, ,R, ) near the origin of the S, surface. Usually, the 4" and 2"'4" bands7-'" of the S, surface are probed. For example, a frequency around 29 500 cm -' of the UV pulse excites a group of lines in the 2l4' band.
We mimic the experiments by starting trajectories from regions of the $, transition state with the initial total energy fixed at about 96 kcal/mol (relative to the zero of energy defined in the previous sect.ion) . The excitation frequency and the total available energy (total-energy minus zeropoint energies of H, and CO) are calculated and found to be close to the experimental ones. A normal-mode analysis is then performed using the CCSD/TZ2P and the MP'?/DZP transition-state force-constant matrices. Since the initial total energy is a few thousand wave numbers higher than the potential of the transition state, each of the five bound normal modes is given an energy equal to its zero-point vibrational energy using the harmonic approsimation. Any remaining energy is put into the momentum along the reaction coordinate, i.e., the normal mode with imaginary frequency. The initial coordinates and momenta of the five bound normal modes are chosen with random phases. After transforming to the Jacobi coordinates [defined as X = (R,r, ,r2 >] and momenta, the initial total angular momentum is easily obtained quasiclassically, i.e.,
If the anharmonicity and rotation-vibration coupling around the transition state is weak, the initial total angular momentum of the parent molecules should be near zero. With the above total energy, about 50% of the trajectories are found to have J = 1, the other half of the trajectories are split between J = 0 and J = 2. Obviously, this strategy does not give a completely well-defined initial rotational state.
Effort can be made to find a different way of choosing the initial conditions so that all of the trajecotries have the same J and Ku, but we feel that the current approach is reasonable if the product-state distributions do not depend too strongly on J and K,, and it has the great virtue of simplicity.
The trajectories are propagated in Jacobi coordinates with a fixed-step-size sixth-order GEAR routinez3'"' or a variable-step-size Runge-Kutta-Merson routine in the NAG library"@' until R)20 a.u. Conservation of total energy and of total angular momentum are checked at the end of each trajectory. The accuracy of the total energy is required to be within 10 6 hartrees.
The product states are binned for each trajectory in the usual quasiclassical fashion. The rotational quantum numberj for H, and CO are calculated from the classical angular momentum lrxPll = Eicj+ l,l"'fi.
13.21 The vibrational quantum numbers are binned using either the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule or the energylevel expression of a rotating anharmonic oscillatorz4
The translational energies of the H, and CO are obtained through conservation of total energy and linear momentum.
IV. PRODUCT-STATE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, the product-state distributions from classical trajectory calculations using the CCSD PES and the MP2 PES are presented and compared with available experimental observations. The total angular momentum of the parent molecule is chosen to be -0 if not noted otherwise. Predictions of the distributions from D, CO fragmentation are also presented.
A. Translational energy distributions
In 1982, Ho and co-workers studied the velocity distribution of CO molecules from the fragmentation of H, CO by time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectroscopy.' Individual rovibrational states in the 2'4' and 4' vibrational bands (339 and 353 nm) were excited. The TOF spectra for the 2'4l and 4l bands were found to be superimposable within experimental error. The distribution from their work is reproduced in Fig.  3 (a) . The total product translational energy is quite high. The maximum is at 55 kcab'mol, which corresponds to 65% of the total available energy.
Figure 3 (b) shows the same distribution obtained from classical trajectory calculations using the CCSD PES with total angular momentum J-O. It is normalized to have an area equal to 1. The average total translational energy is found to be 60.0 kcal/mol or 70% of the available energy. The average translational energies of H, and CO are 56.0 and 4.0 kcab'mol, respectively. As expected, most of the translational energy is in the H2 degrees of freedom. The result using the MP2 PES is shown in Fig. 3(c) . The average total translational energy, H,, and CO translational energies are found to be 64.3,60.0, and 4.3 kcal/mol, respectively.
Comparison of the two PES's shows a steeper exit channel on the MP2 PES. This causes more energy to flow into the translational degrees of freedom and a larger deviation from the experiments. mental distributions extremely well. Not only does it peak at LI = 1, but it also reproduces the shape of the distribution. The MP2 PES predicts a slightly higher population in u = 0 than in D = 1, and near-zero population in L' = 3. The source of this disagreement comes from the fact that the H-H distance at the transition state obtained from the MPZ/DZP calculation is slightly too short. The calculated rotational distributions for each vibrational state are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). The longdashed, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted curves are for 1~ z 0, 1, 27 and 3, respectively. The areas under each curves reflect the relative populations in each vibrational state. With use of the CCSD PES, the peak positions are atj = 2 for u = 0 and 1 and at j = 3 for v = 2 and 3. With the MP2 PES, one obtains peak positions atj = 2 for v = 0 andj = 3 for ~8 = 1 and 2. These results agree quite well with the experiments.
The above calculated rotational distributions can be roughly fit with Roltzmann distributions. However, the E ,*-. 'Z 1' T -11 *.. warmer distribution for lower H, vibrational states, as was found in experiment, is not seen here.
C. CO vibrational-and rotational-state distributions
In the early 197Os, thedissociation pathway and dynamics of H, CO were not clear. It was argued that the r, state or a long-lived intermediate state' might be involved before dissociation takes place. These postulates were based, most importantly, on the observation of CO product appearance rate being much slower than the decay rate of the formaldehyde first-excited singlet state. It was not until 1982, when highly rotationally excited ( j,, > 25) CO molecules were observed by vacuum-UV measurements, that the matter was solved. These high-j CO molecules played the role of the long-lived intermediate in the earlier experiments where only CO with lowj were monitored." "' Moore and co-workers' (') with the pump-laser frequency at 29 512 cm-' showed a large amount of rotational excitation of CO. The distribution, shown in Fig. 7(a) , was highly inverted with a maximum at 42, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) about 20-223' units. The rotational distributions for u = 0 and u = 1 of CO were found to be nearly the same. Results of the vibrational distribution from our calculations are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c). In agreement with the experimental results, essentially no population is found for L' > 1. Again, the calculation based on the CCSD PES gives excellent agreement with the experimental distribution. Calculations based on the MP2 PES, however, show that the u = 0 state has smaller population (68%) and the u = 1 has larger population (31%) than the experiments. This results because of a slightly longer C-O distance in the transition state predicted by the MP2/DZP calculation which causes more vibrational excitation in the product CO. Also shown in Fig. 7(b) is the rotational-state distribution (the dashed curve) of a rigid CO molecule obtained by Schinke.20'd' Although an improved potential-energy surface, through the EVB formalism, at the transition-state region is used in our calculation, the potentials along the exit channel in both studies are identical. The close resemblance of his distribution with ours gives strong support that the CO rotational-state distribution is mainly governed by the repulsive force while the fragments separate. The peak positions obtained from both studies agree reasonably well with t.he experiments [j = 42), but the widths are slightly narrower.
D. Impact-parameter distribution and quantum-state correlation
Several approximate dynamical models'O~'O have been employed previously to reproduce the experimental product-state distributions. The impulsive model, for example, should be reasonable under the conditions that the exit valley is highly repulsive and the product vibrations are stiff. Butenhoff, Carleton, and Moore" used such a model, which combined an impulsive force between II, and CO and the normal-mode vibrations of H,CO, to explain the highly nonthermal rotational distribution of CO and to reproduce the experimental distributions. The results were encouraging despite the simplicity of the model. This treatment suggested that H, pushes away from a point about 0.3 A outside the C nucleus of the CO molecule when the fragmentation occurs. This corresponds to an average impact parameter of -0.9 A. This large impact parameter gives a strong torque on the CO molecule and thus the high rotational excitation. Since the motion of the molecule can be easily monitored as a function of time from trajectory calculations, one can get a clear picture of how and when the dissoc.iation occurs. Within less than one vibration of the Hz and CO molecules (roughly 10 fs after passing the transition state), the parent molecule is ready to dissociate and the dissociative impact parameter quickly becomes a constant. A closer look at the motion of the two fragments clearly demonstrates that it is the carbon side of the CO molecule which is pushed away. This proves that the impulsive force is indeed acting outside the C atom. In Fig. 8 , the distribution of the impact parameter out of 5000 trajectories shows an averaged value b = 0.89 A and a spread over + 0.4 A for Hz CO parent molecules using the CCSD PES.
Butenhoff, Carleton, and Moore also observed the cor- relation between the product quantum states. lo Namely, the higher vibrational states of H, are correlated with the lower rotational states of CO. This was explained through conservation of total energy, total angular momentum, and the constraint of the impact-parameter distribution. With the parent total angular momentum J-O, and the H, rotational angular momentum much smaller than that of CO, the following equations are reasonable approximations: where/r is the Hz-CO reduced mass, u is the relative velocity, and b is the impact parameter. When H, is produced in higher vibrational states, the relative velocity decreases as a result of conservation of total energy. If the impact parameter is constrained to be within a narrow range, the orbital angular momentum 6. will decrease and so willj,,, .
This correlation also appears in our results and it is summarized as follows: The effect of the parent rotation was studied by the Moore group."th" From the comparison of two excitations, one to J = 3,4, K# = 2 and the other to J = 16, K, = 0, they found that the increased parent total angular momentum is only partially transferred to CO molecule. However, it also causes a slightly wider CO rotational distribution. Figure  9 (a) is reproduced from their paper, and it shows a three unit wider distribution for the J = 16, IQ = 0 case.
To verify this conclusion, we also ran classical trajectories with a higher total J( = 15) for the H,CO. The three principal axes at the transition state are found through diagonalization of the moment of the inertia matrix. For the initial condition with K, = 0, the parent rotational energy is A further investigation is performed to look at the effect of rotation about a single principal axis. With all the parent angular momentum along the a axis, i.e., J = K, = 15, ob = w, = 0, the width of the distribution is unchanged, but the mean value (ice) is shifted from -41 to -44. We also find that the peak of H, rotational-state distribution is also increased (from jzi, = 3 to jbr, = 6). On the other hand, if all the rotational energy is about the out-of-plane c axis, i.e., w, = 0, o,, = 0, a much wider j,, distribution with no change on the peak position is obtained. The FWHM is increased by 9-10 units (from 15 to 25). For rotation merely about the b axis, we see no change in either the peak position or the FWHM. showed higher rotational excitation of CO in the D2 CO dis-in thej,, maximum when H, is replaced by D, which scales as the square root of the reduced mass and the ener-&TY-20(d),20(f) Here, a simpler explanation of this shift from -40 (H, CO fragmentation) to -50 (D,CO fragmentation) is given with the above observation of change in energy partitioning and conservation of total angular momentum J. From the expression for total translational energy, the ratio of the average relative velocities between D,CO and H, CO fragmentation is sociation (peak at j-53) than in the HZ CO dissociation (peak atj-42).
As shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) , the same behavior is seen from our calculations. An earlier study" showed that photolysis at 337.1 nm of D,CO yields the same CO vibrational-state distribution within experimental error as photolysis of HZ CO. This observation is also well reproduced from our calculations using the CCSD PES.
The results (using the CCSD PES) of the product-state distributions from classical trajectory calculations with same amount of total energy (96 kcal/mol) and total angular momentum J-O are summarized as follows.
(a) The average total translational energy, CO translational energy, and D, translational energies are 54.8, 6.9, and 47.9 kcal/mol, respectively. 
V. VECTOR CORRELATIONS
A more thorough understanding of the photofragmentation dynamics can be obtained from not only the product scalar properties, but also the vector correlations.25 Typical vector correlations that are investigated include ( 1) the polarization vector E of the photolysis laser, (2) the transition dipole moment ii of the parent molecule, ( 3) the fragment recoil velocity v, and (4) the fragment rotational angular momentum j. The correlation of E with the other vectors come from the fact that the transition probability is proportional to Q&E)'. Thus those parent molecules whose transit.ion dipole moment lies parallel to E are more likely to be excited. The consequence is an anisotropic distribution of the dissociating parent molecules. In the limit when the molecules dissociate promptly after excitation, the angular relation between the transition dipole moment and the recoil velocity v is preserved, and one observes the velocity anisotropy (characterized as/3) in the laboratory frame. However, rotation of the parent molecule prior to dissociation destroys the alignment between $ and E. Therefore, if the lifetime of the parent molecule is much longer than the rotational period, which is true for many predissociation reactions,2s(i) one expects the spatial distribution of the fragments to be less anisotropic even though the correlation betweenfi and v still exists in the molecular frame. Similar arguments apply to the alignment (characterized as A h"' ) of the fragment rotational angular momentum. On the other hand, the vector correlation between v and j will not be washed out by parent rotational motion, This is because the v-j correlation occurs at the moment when the parent molecule is about to dissociate, The excitation of formaldehyde from the ground electronic state to the 2l4j band of the excited state is a b-type transition." This implies that the transition dipole moment is parallel to the b axis in the molecular frame. At the transi-tion state, this axis is almost perpendicular to the CO bond and lies on the molecular plane. Figure 11 (a) illustrates the axes. The convention used here is (c&b) = (xy,z). Notice that the z axis in the molecular frame is defined to be along the parent transition dipole moment.
Since our trajectory st.udy mimics the case of a prompt dissociation, the fragment spatial distributions give direct information about the dissociation dynamics in the molecuIsr frame. In our calculation, the polar angle and azimuthal angle of v are defined in Fig. 11 (b) as 8, and #o. Those of fragments j are ej and q5,. The angle between v and j is represented by q. The spatial distributions using the CCSD PES are discussed in detail below. Results using the MP2 PES are found to be almost identical except for fhe distribution of 8,.
A. Spatial distributions of v, jcO, and jH,
The distributions, using the CCSD PES, of 8, and q&, from 5000 trajectories are shown in Figs Cc) "',,. usually parallel to the c axis and is always a counterclockwise motion according to Fig. 11 (a) . Three in-plane normal modes at the transition state contribute to the rotation of CO about the c axis, v~, v5, and V~ (shown in Fig. 14) . However, the phases of vJ and zyS can cause either clockwise or counterclockwise rotation. Therefore, one concludes that the most important contribution to the CO rotation is the repulsive impulsive force between CO and H, , which causes the counterclockwise rotation of CO (qSj, -0") and the perpendicular vector relationship (wi, -90") between the recoil velocity and the rotational angular momentum of CO. Figures 15(a)-15(c) give the distributions of Bi,, $j*, and ctiiz for Hz. Unlike the CO molecule, the angular momentum of H, has a much wider spatial distribution. The ranges of the angles are roughly 60" < 19,~ < 120", 0" < qSjz < 360", and 30" < ojz < 150". An ab-planar rotation (i.e., rotation about the c axis) of jH2 will have qSjz = 0" (counterclockwise) or 180" (clockwise), whereas rotation about the a or b axis results in #jz = 90" or 270". By inspecting the three components of the vector jH,, we found that there is little contribution from rotation about the b axis. This is easy to understand since the b axis is almost parallel to the Hz bond.
The different behavior between j,, and jH2 can be understood from the normal-mode vibrational motions at the transition state. All of the normal modes have very little character of CO rotational motion. However, the amplitudes PTG. 14. The normal modes of the CCSWTZ2P optimized transition-state geometry for the H,CO -H, + CO reaction. The atoms are represented by solid circles of different sizes, i.e., 0 > C > H. Motions of C and 0 are exaggerated by a factor of 2. The reaction coordinate is vs. v., is an out-of-plane bending mode. of H, motions are usually large. The out-of-plane mode V~ contributes to the rotation of H, mostly about the a axis. The phase of this normal mode determines the angle of q5jz to be close to either especially Y, , y5 , and V~ (the reaction coordinate) contribute to the rotation about the c axis. The net result is the wide spatial distribution of jH2 in the ac plane.
The reaction coordinate at the transition state indicates co-rotation (both clockwise or both counterclockwise) between CO and H, molecules. It is interesting to know to what extent this co-rotation behavior will be preserved. If the angle between j,, and jH2 is defined as ,y, a co-rotation motion will have ,y close to O", whereas a counter-rotation (one clockwise, the other counterclockwise) has ,J close to 180". The distribution of x is shown in Fig. 16 . One sees a larger probability of co-rotation than counter-rotation. However, there are many trajectories in regions where jH21jco. These trajectories result from a combination of CO in-plane rotation and H, out-of-plane motion.
B. Dissociation mechanism
From the results of the product-state distributions and the above analysis of the vectors of the fragments, a clear picture of the dissociation process is obtained. After H, CO passes through the transition state, the steep repulsive potential causes instantaneous dissociation to occur in a time shorter than one vibration of I-I; and CO, resulting in the high translational energies in the fragments. Since H, is much lighter than CO, most of the t.ranslational energy is in the I-I, degrees of freedom. If there is not much energy in the out-of-plane vibrational mode Y+, the fragmentation is a near-planar process with t.he recoil velocity lying mainly in the molecular plane. The CO vibration is quite stiff along the exit valley. Therefore, the vibrational population of CO is mainly in u = 0. The impulsive force act.ing on the carbon side of the CO molecule causes high rotational excitation (and thus the highly nonthermal rotational distribution) of CO and counterclockwise rotation about the c axis. Since the recoil velocity lies mainly in the molecular plane, the vectors v and j, are almost perpendicular to each other.
The potential for H, motion around the transition-state region is more anharmonic. The H, distance at the saddle point corresponds to the II-3 outer turning point of free H? . Therefore, the vibrational distribution of H, spans v = O-3. Contributions from the impulsive force and the vibrational motions make a wide spatial distribution (in the ac plane) of the II, angular momentum.
C. State-resolved anisotropy
For products produced in the ground state, as is the case for the dissociation of formaldehyde on the S" surface, the technique of Doppler-resolved laser-induced flourescence (LIF) is used to probe the quantum-state-resolved anisotropy. The influence of the vector correlations on the line profiles has been formulated with classica125'c' and quantumnmchatlical"5'd1 methods. Dixon2s'f' has developed a useful method which extracts the vector correlations from the mea- A direct comparison of the quantum-state-resolved anisotropy between the experiments and our classical trajectory calculations may lead to false conclusions for the following reasons: ( 1) Our study prepares initial conditions which lead to prompt dissociation. However, the experiment prepares the S, H,CO molecule with a long lifetime, which diminishes the anisotropy for many of the quantum states.
(2) Well-defined parent rovibrational states are excited in the experiments. The observed anisotropy depends strongly on these initial states. However, the initial parent states in our calculation are mixed with many rotational states (from J= 0 to 3, and the K, is not resolved) and vibrational states (random distribution of the energy into the six normal modes at the transition-state geometry). (3) The direction of the transition dipole moment of the 4" band of H,CO is argued to be slightly deviated from the b axis." In our calculation, we assume that fi is always parallel to the b axis. A more meaningful comparison can be made if one can prepare identical initial conditions as in the experiment and if the parent rotation is treated more rigorously.
Vi. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The molecular dissociation dynamics of formaldehyde on the ground-state potential-energy surface has been studied through classical trajectory calculations. The overall picture of the dissociation process is the same as that predicted from experiments. Yet, the motion of the two fragments, H, and CO, are easily monitored from the trajectories and give a better view of how and when dissociation occurs. The vibrational-state distributions obtained from using the CCSD PES give better agreement with experiments than those from the MP2 PES. This demonstrates that these distributions are governed by the transition-state geometry and the shape of the potential around the transition state. The rotationalstate distribution of CO is determined mainly by the impulsive force between H2 and CO.
It is encouraging that the PES's constructed from the EVJ3 model reproduce most of the experimental observations. The simplicity of the model allows reasonable PES to be obtained from a limited amount of ab initio calculations. Yet, from the comparison among the experimental results and our calculations, some improvements on the surface are suggested: ( 1) The steeper potential along the exit valley on the MP2 PES results in too much energy being partitioned into the translational degrees of freedom. The CCSD PES, which is less steep, gives better agreement for the translational distribution but it is still a few kcal too high. It appears that one needs to flatten the potential along the exit valley.
(2) The experimental study 'IL') of the effect of parent rota tional states on the anisotropy p for H, (u = lj = 0) suggests, with some approximation, that the recoil velocity v is about 23" off from the molecular plane. Although more experimental evidence is required to verify this argument, the out-of-plane torsional potential should be improved in order to obtain a less planar dissociation. Harding's ab initio calculation"' of a few points around the transition-state region shows sharper variation of the potential in the out-of-plane angle than our current PES's. Lester's intrinsic reaction coordinate calculationz7 shows an imaginary frequency in the out-of-plane mode at geometries about 40 kcal/mol below their MC4/DZP transition state. These two studies support the important role of the out-of-plane motion in the dissociation dynamics.
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It is obvious that the crucial region that controls the reaction is the region about the transition-state configuration. Previous studies showed that the energies of the r, and S, origins, the& transition state, and the H + HCO threshold all lie within a range of 10-15 kcal/mol. The coupling among these configurations makes the PES around the transition state extremely anharmonic. More ab initio calculations for this region of the surface. would thus still be useful.
A complete vector analysis is performed for both Hz and CO fragments in this work, while the experiments were performed only for H, . A near-planar dissociation, observed from the distribution of the recoil velocity, is seen using both the CCSD PES and MP2 PES. The vectors v and j, are found to be almost perpendicular to each other due to the impulsive force. On the other hand, the angular momentum of H, has a much wider spatial distribution due to combination of the impulsive force, the in-plane normal-mode vibration, and the out-of-plane bending motion.
